Nebraska Land Judging
Changes for 2020

Score Card | Evaluation Summary Card
The land judging cards were redesigned in 2019 for better readability. The only change in 2020 is to the “Permeability” section – very slow and slow have been combined to read very slow/slow.

Rules & Regulations
All students will now compete as individuals. Forming teams is no longer necessary. A school’s four highest scorers will form the school’s state-qualifying team. Per the previous rule, only one team from each school can compete at the State Contest.

Setting Up and Holding a Land Evaluation Contest
Updated to include that all students will now compete as individuals. Forming teams is no longer necessary. A school’s four highest scorers will form their state-qualifying team.

Capability Charts
The South Central and South West Land Judging Area Capability Chart has been updated. The “Soils on Floodplains and Sandhill Meadows” section has been updated to reflect that some floodplains may be encountered with slopes up to six percent.

The West Land Judging Area Capability Chart was updated to reflect the change to the “Permeability” section – very slow and slow have been combined to read very slow/slow.